Collective Impact, 10 Years Later: 15 Unique pieces

Centering Equity in Collective Impact, By John Kania, Junious Williams, Paul Schmitz, Sheri Brady, Mark Kramer & Jennifer Splansky Juster

Interview: Bringing an Anti-Racist Approach to Collective Impact, By Zea Malawa & Miya Cain

Roundtable: Reflecting on Collective Impact for Place-Based Social Change, By Melody Barnes, Jennifer Blatz, Geoffrey Canada, Rosanne Haggerty & Erik Stegman

10 Dangers to Collective Impact, By Paul Schmitz


Using Data to Disrupt Systemic Inequity, By Jennifer Blatz

Data in Collective Impact: Focusing on What Matters, By Justin Piff

Power and Collective Impact in Australia, By Kerry Graham, Liz Skelton & Mark Yettica Paulson

How Field Catalysts Accelerate Collective Impact, By Sylvia Cheuy, Mark Cabaj & Liz Weaver


Roundtable: Embracing Collective Impact at United Way, By Ayeola Fortune, Jill Pereira, Bill Crim & Regina Greer

The Relational Work of Systems Change, By Katherine Milligan, Juanita Zerda & John Kania

Working in Partnership With Opportunity Youth, By Monique Miles & Lili Allen

The Leading Edge of Collective Impact: Designing a Just and Fair Nation for All, By Michael McAfee

A Learning Agenda for Collective Impact, By Jennifer Splansky Juster & Cindy Santos
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